The courage to be vulnerable: exploring experiences of peer and self-assessment of teaching in nursing education
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Background: Within academia, more than one measure of assessment is required to ensure teaching success and ongoing teaching development. Peer assessment of teaching is one of the methods that can benefit teaching development; however, there is currently a lack of nursing research literature regarding the processes, outcomes, and use of self-reflection in the peer assessment process. In the spring and summer of 2015, the development and implementation of a tailored pilot project of peer and self-assessment of teaching occurred within an undergraduate nursing program at a Western Canadian university. The overarching philosophy of the pilot project of peer and self-assessment was one of using peer to peer developmental feedback as a means of creating a community of support for professional teaching development. The study reported on in this paper is an initial step in addressing a lack of research literature within the field of nursing to support the practice of peer assessment of teaching as a sustainable and effective means of offering teaching development support.

Purpose: The aim of this study was to explore and describe the experiences of teaching faculty participants in the pilot project of peer and self-assessment of teaching.

Methods: A qualitative descriptive design was employed to explore the experiences of pilot participants. Focus group discussions and individual interviews were used to gather data.

Participants: A total of 12 nursing educators involved in the pilot project participated in the study.

Findings: Conventional content analysis of the combined data rendered themes around vulnerability and the influence and importance of establishing trust in selecting a partner, making teaching public, improving teaching practice, and maintaining accountability and responsibility.

Conclusion: Peer and self-assessment of teaching has the potential to benefit professional teaching development in nursing education. Both peers within a peer and self-assessment partnership can experience feelings of vulnerability. Having the courage to be vulnerable or identifying and overcoming vulnerabilities and establishing trust with a teaching colleague can result in mutual learning, can benefit individual and team growth, and can enhance accountability to the undergraduate nursing curriculum and student learning.
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Introduction

Successful teaching is inarguably a common goal of educators, and it is one that is complex and challenging to measure. In nursing education, the current gold standard approach for measuring teaching success is through the use of student evaluations of teaching. While student evaluations of teaching are widely used and, for the most part, recognized as useful measures of teaching competence, solely relying on one form of
feedback can have a negative impact on teaching development and the quality of education delivered to students.\textsuperscript{2} Nursing as a profession remains under pressure to find solutions for the continued shortage of nurses as well as the looming shortage of qualified faculty to teach and graduate a sustainable professional workforce.\textsuperscript{3,4} This, compounded with a dearth of research related to nursing education delivery, lack of training for those in teaching roles, and variable support for the ongoing development of teaching practices and scholarship,\textsuperscript{5} highlights the pressing need for innovation and change to support and maintain a committed and satisfied team of educators.

One mechanism that is recognized within academia as a successful means of offering additional tools to determine areas of teaching strength and areas in need of development is the use of a program of peer assessment or review of teaching.\textsuperscript{6–8} There is, however, a lack of research literature within the field of nursing to support the practice of peer assessment of teaching as a sustainable and effective means of offering teaching development support. Feelings of threat are often associated with peer assessment processes that are used for performance evaluation or promotional purposes.\textsuperscript{9} These factors, along with the potential benefit but under studied use of self-reflection as integrated steps in the peer assessment process, and the desire and motivation of teaching faculty for a more developmental and supportive approach, led to the creation of a tailored pilot project of peer and self-assessment of teaching. The purpose of this article was to both describe the pilot project that took place in an undergraduate nursing program at a Western Canadian university and explore the experiences of participants.

The pilot initiative of peer and self-assessment of teaching was codeveloped by a team of educators of various ranks, a graduate student, and pilot participants. The emphasis of the initiative was on a full circle model of teaching assessment that begins and ends with the individual, with a strong focus on self-reflection as integrated steps in the peer assessment process, and the design and motivation of teaching faculty for a more developmental and supportive approach, led to the creation of a tailored pilot project of peer and self-assessment of teaching. The purpose of this article was to both describe the pilot project that took place in an undergraduate nursing program at a Western Canadian university and explore the experiences of participants.

The pilot initiative of peer and self-assessment of teaching was codeveloped by a team of educators of various ranks, a graduate student, and pilot participants. The emphasis of the initiative was on a full circle model of teaching assessment that begins and ends with the individual, with a strong focus on self-reflection as integrated steps in the peer assessment process, and the design and motivation of teaching faculty for a more developmental and supportive approach, led to the creation of a tailored pilot project of peer and self-assessment of teaching. The purpose of this article was to both describe the pilot project that took place in an undergraduate nursing program at a Western Canadian university and explore the experiences of participants.

**Background**

Student evaluations of teaching, while commonly used as the only method of providing feedback to teaching faculty, are not without their challenges.\textsuperscript{2,11–13} There is an abundance of literature that discusses issues such as rating teachers more favorably when higher grades are assigned, the lack of constructive comments provided due to the anonymous nature of the tools, and the stress and confusion that can result from poor evaluations.\textsuperscript{2,4,11,12} Negative student evaluations, along with the isolation that can sometimes occur within teaching, are shown to directly impact educators’ role satisfaction, teaching development, and ultimately the quality of education provided to students,\textsuperscript{2,4,14} which indicates the need for further measures of teaching success.

Peer assessment, also known as peer review, peer observation, and teaching consultation, is a tool often used within faculties of higher education such as science, law, and education as a means of offering either a summative review of teaching for standardization and accreditation purposes or as a tool for offering teaching development support.\textsuperscript{14,15} There is variability in the methods in which peer assessment is conducted that can range from mandatory programs utilizing peers selected by administration and trained in the evaluation process to self-selecting and volunteering to participate in peer assessment.\textsuperscript{7,13,16} Regardless of the form it takes, most articles related to peer assessment indicate the positive benefits to educators. These benefits include the alteration of teaching practices with a focus on varying techniques and learner centeredness, increased teaching confidence, the potential for improved student learning, and enhanced collegiality.\textsuperscript{6,8} Through initial discussions with members of a nursing faculty at a Western Canadian university, it was recognized that there was a desire for more support for nursing educators with less of a focus on evaluation and more on providing tools that could be used in addition to student evaluations for the identification of teaching strengths and areas for development. Although the concept is not new,\textsuperscript{17} within the field of nursing, there is a lack of published research literature related to peer and self-assessment of teaching.

What is known about peer assessment in nursing is that, most commonly, faculties tend to adopt or develop a program of peer assessment in some form either as a new initiative within a faculty that is unfamiliar with the process\textsuperscript{17–20} or as part of a university-wide initiative aimed at improving scholarship and quality of teaching through evaluation.\textsuperscript{3,21,22} While there is some consistency in the actual process of peer assessment, it seems to be common that most programs are developed and tailored to a specific setting.\textsuperscript{17,18,22,23}
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project of peer assessment is of benefit in faculties of nursing due to the variations in teaching environments and therefore approaches and philosophical goals.

Depending on the intention of the process, peer assessment is commonly seen as a threat by teaching faculty members, no matter the discipline. Anxiety and stress are noted to be common feelings among teaching faculty, where the process of peer assessment is meant for evaluation purposes and is mandatory, and where those involved are unable to choose a peer to be their assessor. Peer assessment processes, where the program is voluntary and where faculty members are able to self-select their peer assessor, reported easing of such feelings of threat and anxiety, lending to the support of a program that is meant to be developmental rather than evaluative in nature.

Common in the literature is the need for some structure to the process. Peer assessment processes tend to be better received by teaching faculty when there is an element of training involved. While a voluntary nature with the ability to self-select a peer observer tends to be the preferred approach, without a structured approach to providing feedback, there can be the potential for a biased or one-sided review. Balanced critiques are necessary to allow for reflection and the identification of development needs or to provide a full picture of teaching ability for evaluation purposes.

Educators improve their teaching through reflection. While most initiatives and studies indicate that reflection on teaching by both members of an observation pair is a benefit of the process, there is little published in nursing regarding the possible benefits of self-reflection as actual steps in the process. Including self-reflection as part of the process for a profession, such as nursing that already uses reflection as an ingrained element of practice, would be key to meeting the needs of nursing faculty. Encouraging self-reflection prior to and following the process could also add an element of ownership to those receiving feedback and maintain the philosophy of support for teaching development in nursing underlying the initiative described in this article.

Peer and self-assessment of teaching: description of the pilot

Following the review of the literature, we elicited key stakeholder involvement, which included nursing educators of all ranks (clinical nursing instructors, course instructors, senior instructors, professoriate, and nursing administration). Through consultative stakeholder processes, we created a full circle model for peer and self-assessment as shown in Figure 1.

The process involved peers as equals, where years of experience did not impact who could act as an observer. As the process focused on teaching development, the philosophy was that all educators, no matter what their rank, would have something to offer fellow faculty in terms of feedback on teaching. Therefore, the pilot also included the provision of development opportunities in areas such as how to provide feedback to peers, how to maintain the philosophi-
The pilot project of peer and self-assessment of teaching and learning approach of the faculty and forms the foundation of this study reported on in this paper.

Purpose

The aim of this study was to explore and describe the experiences of pilot participants in the peer and self-assessment of teaching initiative described in the Background section of this paper.

Methods

A descriptive qualitative methodology was used to explore and describe the experiences of participants.

The research question that guided the study was: what is the experience of nursing educators who participate in the pilot project of peer and self-assessment of teaching and how does their role of peer assessor and/or being observed impact their professional teaching development?

Participants

Following approval from the Conjoint Health Research Ethics Board (CHREB), we invited faculty members who participated in the pilot initiative to participate in the study. Study participants did not necessarily need to have completed a cycle of the peer and self-assessment process but did have to be involved in the information and orientation workshops provided as part of the pilot development process. We notified participants of the voluntary nature of the study and obtained
their written informed consent after ensuring that their names and any other identifying data would not be shared outside of the focus group participants. Following recruitment, 12 participants agreed to be a part of the study. The sample consisted of eight instructor-level faculty members, three senior instructor-level faculty members, and one associate professor-level faculty member. Four participants were also members of the pilot project advisory/development committee. Four participants or two pairs completed the full peer and self-assessment process cycle with reciprocal cycles in which peer partner roles were reversed. One participant was involved from an administrative perspective and therefore, did not participate in a peer and self-assessment process cycle. The remaining participants were each at different stages of the process cycle with two participants having engaged only in the peer and self-assessment development workshops offered as part of the pilot.

Data collection
Data collection involved two focus group discussions at the university where the study occurred. The focus groups consisted of five participants in the first, and three in the second, and lasted for 1 hour each. Focus groups comprised of both peer assessors and those observed. We interviewed four individual participants who were either unable to attend one of the two focus groups, or were more comfortable with a one-on-one interview style. We audio recorded each focus group and individual interview.

Data analysis
The principal investigator, coinvestigators, and graduate student conducted the data analysis. We used conventional content analysis, as the goal was to understand and describe the experiences of peer and self-assessment. Conventional content analysis is appropriate when there are limited existing research data or knowledge regarding a subject, as is the case of peer and self-assessment of teaching in nursing research literature. Analysis is an iterative process and, therefore, began during the focus groups/interviews themselves and continued throughout the subsequent reviews of the transcripts. A professional transcriptionist and the first author transcribed the audio recordings of focus groups and interviews verbatim followed by iterative reading and summarizing of the informational content of the transcripts. The first author made notes after an initial review of transcripts highlighting first impressions and beginning the initial analysis. The purpose of conventional content analysis was to describe the phenomenon and not to generate theory; therefore, rather than using preconceived categories, the research team familiarized themselves with the data through immersion, and through this themes were identified. The research team discussed and agreed upon the identified themes.

Findings
From the focus group discussions and individual interviews, an overarching theme of vulnerability emerged. Vulnerability was experienced and had an influence upon all aspects related to the process of peer and self-assessment of teaching. Key to the understanding of vulnerability and easing of feelings of vulnerability was the establishment of courage within individuals and trust between partners. In the following sections, we explore four subthemes, namely selecting a partner, making teaching public, improving teaching practice, and accountability and responsibility supported with the integration of quotes from the transcribed interviews to highlight vulnerability and the influence of courage and trust.

Selecting a partner
Participants experienced vulnerability in the process of selecting a partner to pair with for the purposes of observing and providing feedback on teaching practices. Several factors influenced their partner selection. As one participant noted, she preferred to pair with someone with whom she did not regularly teach as a means of observing a different teaching style from her own. Another participant discussed how she and her partner had chosen each other because they were looking forward to observing content taught to students in different years of the undergraduate curriculum. One participant noted that it would be a good idea to choose a partner with a similar teaching style or philosophy for the first time completing a peer assessment process to ease feelings of nervousness or vulnerability, and then choosing someone different for subsequent cycles.

While it was common for participants who self-identified as novice educators to place value on choosing a partner with more years of teaching experience, feelings of vulnerability emerged around what they would be able to offer to the relationship with their more experienced partners. This was described by one participant who said, “The vulnerability is that yes she’s been teaching for quite some time, I’m afraid on my part, like what have I got to offer?” Another novice educator found it intimidating to think about giving someone with more experience feedback on how to improve. This vulnerability, however, was not limited to novice educators. Partners with more years of teaching experience also felt vulnerable after observing their peers, in particular feeling...
that they would need to improve their own teaching processes before being observed.

No matter the reason for selecting a peer partner, trust and support were key topics that stood out in both the focus group discussions and interviews. As described by one participant:

[...] we just really trusted and had a good rapport with each other and were just happy to have the opportunity to have a window into what it looked like to see each other teach.

Forums to discuss and share feelings of vulnerability, goals, and expectations were key elements in easing feelings of nervousness or vulnerability and establishing trust. In particular, the premeeting discussions helped to ease the sense of vulnerability in the partnerships. With established trust, feelings of vulnerability were lessened as described by one participant: “I kind of got that feeling, regardless of how I do, she’s a safety net, she’s not going to be watching me drown.”

Making teaching public
Vulnerability was created through the public nature of the observation that occurs in peer and self-assessment of teaching. This vulnerability was associated with peer observation of teaching because the provision of feedback is uncommon in nursing education. Even in forums where teaching is more public, such as in a co-teaching approach, discussing teaching strategies or offering peer feedback is not common, “because if somebody’s not asking for your opinion you don’t always want to provide it.”

In addition, participant’s perceptions of their relationships with their students created vulnerability around being observed. One participant described how tensions with students halted the process of peer and self-assessment for her and her partner:

[… she had some hesitations as to the dynamics of the class that she was teaching and felt that it wasn’t a good reflection of what her teaching would look like and asked me not to come.

Participants believed that integrating a process of peer and self-assessment of teaching into professional development strategies for nursing educators resulted in the creation of a more public approach to teaching. Participants described how historically there was a lack of sharing of teaching strategies in nursing education and processes such as the pilot, along with influences of the new integrated curriculum, required a different, more open approach: “I think it, [the process] really asks us to make our teaching public in that sense because when we share the curriculum, we share assessment strategies.” Through the creation of a more public approach, participants also described how this method of teaching would parallel the way in which nurses work in a clinical setting. Participants viewed the practice of nursing as a public endeavor, and the adoption of a more public approach to teaching in a classroom setting could potentially result in the easing of feelings of vulnerability associated with the lack of exposure to peer observation and feedback provision:

When we practice nursing it’s in a public domain […] there’s caregivers coming in and out […] you have to answer questions and give justification for the care you’re giving, but yet when you teach it’s often not like that.

An historical lack of sharing and the transition from that of an expert clinical practitioner to a novice educator can also result in feelings of uncertainty around individual teaching skill and vulnerability or nervousness around opening up and sharing such feelings to develop as an educator:

It’s a very very vulnerable place to be, to express that you’re really a novice teacher […] but if you are brand new you have something to prove. The expectation is because you’re hired for this expert knowledge that you’re going to transition.

While it was agreed that engagement in professional teaching development strategies such as peer and self-assessment could lead to a more public or open approach to teaching, vulnerability still remains in the required willingness of educators to expose their practices and share their vulnerabilities. This willingness as discussed by the participants commands a lot of courage: “I also, have the courage to be vulnerable. I don’t know if we even give ourselves that ability to be vulnerable right?”

Improving teaching practice
Opening up or having the courage to be vulnerable is experienced in the identification of the need to improve teaching practice in the first place. This is seen through subthemes of: the motivation for participating in the pilot of peer and self-assessment of teaching, the experiences of incorporating self-reflection as steps in the process, learning through observing others, and can result in the development of a community of support for teaching development in nursing education.

Motivation to participate
Participants identified that one motivating factor for engaging in this pilot was to receive a more rounded picture of their teaching abilities than simply relying on the student evaluations that make up the brunt of any teaching feedback that they receive. The importance of a forum in which peers could give and receive feedback regarding teaching practices...
was acknowledged to be an important motivator for participants who may not have thought to have asked for feedback from a colleague. When asked if she would have sought peer feedback about her teaching, a participant responded, “No, I don’t think so. I don’t really know that it was because I had ruled that [peer feedback] out, or I just wouldn’t have known to have done that.” Vulnerability, therefore, exists not only in the limited feedback that educators receive in the form of student evaluations but also in seeking out additional measures, such as assistance by a peer to improve teaching practice.

Participants saw the benefit of a process of peer and self-assessment of teaching that is specific to nursing education as a motivating factor to engage in the process:

I found this [the process] much more specialized because [the peer observer] is an experienced teacher and she is also expert on the topics that I’m speaking to. So it’s a much more personalized, tailored way to learn.

Along with a tailored approach, the participants appreciated a forum with an emphasis on providing support to colleagues as a means of easing feelings of vulnerability and allowing educators to focus on development and learn from their peers: “There is no performance evaluation per se attached to it [the process], it’s really safe.” The benefit of a tailored and discipline specific forum was also supported by the exploration of motivation for participation from an administrative perspective. A participant in an administrative role found a potential benefit of the engagement of educators in a process of peer and self-assessment to be the integration or normalization of processes of professional teaching development. This normalization could decrease feelings of vulnerability held around development or receiving feedback around teaching practices and reinforce the supportive developmental nature of peer and self-assessment:

It is not just about performance and competence […], but that this is a continual crafting of an identity and a practice as a teacher I think is kind of significant.

Self-reflection
In the focus groups and interviews, participants who self-identified as experienced educators saw self-reflection, as part of the process of peer and self-assessment, to be of benefit as a means of improving teaching practice. Discussions with these participants highlighted vulnerabilities around assumptions related to years of teaching experience and the need for ongoing teaching development.

There’s a lot of assumptions when you’ve been teaching for a while that you don’t need to develop any further. So doing the self-reflective piece was really insightful because, there’s lots of things that I want to enhance and try, and continue to grow and develop in my teaching.

Participants who considered themselves novices had a different view of the steps of self-reflection recommended as part of the process cycle. Some participants noted that the amount of time to complete a self-reflective summary was burdensome and perhaps unnecessary. However, the learning that occurred for one novice educator who engaged in the full process cycle, including the completion of a written summary, was more fulsome and had a bigger impact on the participant’s plans for future professional teaching development and the incorporation of the feedback received from her peer into her teaching practice, than for a participant who did not fully engage in the steps of self-reflection. This difference in perceptions related to self-reflection highlights the individual nature of engaging in professional teaching development and indicates that the depth of learning that could occur is dependent upon the level of engagement and commitment to the process. The following quote demonstrates the different levels that self-reflection can take:

I’m fairly self-reflective as a rule as well, but to actually articulate that in writing, it’s a little more substantive, a little more challenging and then to share that with someone else, again it’s kind of the public nature of that […], it’s pretty revealing, it’s a lot of hard work though too.

Though there may have been some resistance to engaging in a written form of self-reflection, the benefit of self-reflection, in whatever form it took, outweighed any concerns held around the time that it took to complete. Some participants suggested that perhaps the steps of self-reflection could be more flexible for future iterations of peer and self-assessment cycles and rather than requiring a written summary, it could be a verbal discussion, point form notes, or whatever participants choose to do to best benefit their own learning. From the focus group discussions and interviews, it was clear that self-reflection as steps in the process of peer and self-assessment could not only help to identify learning needs but also work to ease feelings of vulnerability and fear associated with exposing individual teaching practices to peers. This in turn could lead to improved teaching practices and potentially benefit student learning.

Community of support
There was common agreement among participants that a clear benefit of engaging in a process of peer and self-assessment was the mutual learning that takes place by nature of observing others teach.
This mutual learning was seen as important for teaching in nursing, where those tasked with educating nursing students are for the most part not formally trained to be teachers:

I think the other piece is you know, when you become an instructor whether it be academic or practice, I mean we all went to nursing school we didn’t learn to be teachers. So we all kind of just jumped in at some point and were expected to do a job that we weren’t formally trained to do. I think that it’s nice to be able to go and watch each other and learn from what works.

Participants agreed that this mutuality could lead to the creation of a community of support for teaching development by sharing teaching practices, identifying teaching strengths, and creating trust among teaching colleagues:

I think it’s actually helping develop the seasoned instructors but also helping people build an appreciation for what, what each colleague is bringing to the table.

Through the development of a supportive community, teaching spaces could be opened up, teaching expertise shared and any fears that are held by educators around teaching in new or different environments could be identified and addressed.

Accountability and responsibility

Despite the influence of feelings of vulnerability on most aspects of the process of peer and self-assessment of teaching, the continued commitment of those involved indicated a sense of accountability and responsibility that outweighed such vulnerabilities. Participant discussions highlighted a strong commitment to not only the undergraduate curriculum but also individual and team growth. In particular, participants recognized how engaging in processes such as peer and self-assessment of teaching was congruent with and supportive of the integrated curriculum and resulting team-oriented approach to teaching. “They see things in practice with students and then in a theory course and how they all relate so the curriculum absolutely asks us to do that.”

While it was assumed during the development of the pilot process that the impetus for participating had a strong link to meeting professional development expectations as part of an educator’s annual performance review (APR), the findings from the interviews and focus groups indicated that the rationale was less to do with APRs and more to do with being able to provide support to teaching colleagues and benefit student learning through quality teaching. “For me it was around building collegiality and engagement in our faculty, in our teaching team.” Another participant indicated “there is a different emphasis in the teaching […] the need to sustain the quality of the teaching but also help to foster development amongst our folks.”

Commitment between partners was evident in continued involvement in the process cycle despite the time commitment involved. The participants who completed the full process cycle agreed that it demanded a large amount of time. When asked why one participant continued to be involved in the pilot despite the knowledge of how much time it would take, a commitment to her partner and the value she placed in her partner’s ability to provide her with useful feedback outweighed the extra time required outside of her teaching commitments. Participants were clearly committed to their partners in this process:

Some are saying we’re still working at it and this is four months into it and they’re still working on pieces of it, I think that’s a significant commitment to their own development and to their peer’s development.

Commitment between partners and to providing support for the professional growth of peers was also clear in the desire to provide quality feedback. Participants spoke about the need to offer a balanced critique and the fine line that exists between offering an evaluation and providing objective feedback for the purposes of development:

I think she felt really positive on the feedback I was able to give her about all the wonderful things that she’s doing and how impressed I was. That’s not to say there wasn’t areas to work on which I was able to share as well, but […] I don’t think she felt confident so I thought she, she might have felt like she was going to get a lot of tips and no accolades. So it was maybe reaffirming for her.

The desire to provide quality feedback, however, led to feelings of vulnerability regarding participant’s ability to reciprocate with equally valuable feedback to their partners.

Discussion

This qualitative descriptive study revealed that peer and self-assessment of teaching is a potentially beneficial teaching development tool for academic nursing educators. Educators involved in the pilot program and study indicated possible benefits to individual teaching practice, to team development, and to collegiality. Peer and self-assessment can be used in addition to student evaluations as a means of receiving feedback on teaching strengths and areas in need of focused development. Findings related to the need for trust between partners and benefits of a structured process, including the importance of the premeeting discussion for establishing trust and setting goals, are supported through findings of existing research and descriptive literature regarding varying
processes of peer observation. In addition, potential benefits described by participants that result from making teaching practices public and engaging in discussions about teaching and learning, including improving teaching practices, mutual learning, and enhanced collegiality, are in line with the findings of previous studies. Unique from the findings of this study, based on the experiences of study participants, is the presence and impact of feelings of vulnerability on the entire process of peer and self-assessment.

Feelings of threat and anxiety related to being observed whether for developmental or for performance evaluation purposes are a common finding from existing peer assessment research literature, however, there are limited published data that refer to feelings of vulnerability, and the influence and meaning of vulnerability. Vulnerability is defined as susceptibility to attack, harm, emotional injury, or criticism. Participants of this study did not describe feeling threatened, attacked, or at risk of harm, rather the language of vulnerability was associated with digging deeper to understand more about individual teaching strengths and areas in need of development, sharing those feelings with a colleague, and then making individual teaching public by opening up the classroom to someone other than students. Understanding the impact that vulnerability can have on nursing educators at any step of the process is an important element of developing and successfully sustaining professional development processes such as peer and self-assessment of teaching.

Vulnerability associated with different forms of peer observation has greater representation in education research literature. Eisenbach and Curry wrote about the emotional reactions that they each had in relation to a peer-coaching partnership between educators in higher education. Their work echoes the feelings of vulnerability associated with being observed, vulnerability around asking for feedback regarding teaching practices, and questions concerning what the less experienced partner would have to offer to the relationship, similar to the feelings expressed by the participants of this study. What was different with the Eisenbach and Curry study was that each partner was from a different teaching faculty and this was felt to be an important element of a successful peer-coaching relationship to truly offer developmental feedback without the biases they saw associated with knowing the curriculum being observed. While the process of choosing and being observed by a teaching colleague was found to cause feelings of vulnerability, participants from the current study found a discipline or curriculum-specific process to be favorable and a benefit to their own professional development.

Huckaby could also be linked to the vulnerability experienced in the transition from an expert clinical practitioner to a novice educator as noted by study participants and supported in the literature through the work of Benner and McArthur-Rouse. Participants struggled with power and vulnerability within themselves in the identification of their teaching development needs and the creation and understanding of their individual teaching identities. To support and sustain a satisfied team of academic nursing educators, it is of great significance to understand what they could be feeling and experiencing. It is, therefore, pivotal that faculty administrators recognize that while teaching development is imperative, it is of equal importance to be aware of the courage that it takes for practitioners to admit that they require
help in identifying and developing their teaching skills and identities.34,38 One of the elements of the model of peer and self-assessment of teaching developed for the pilot project that was of significant interest to the research team was the experiences of incorporating self-reflection as steps of the process. While self-reflection is noted as an important element of professional teaching development in processes of peer observation or assessment,9,19,20,22,27,28 the incorporation of actual steps of self-reflection and the emphasis on a final self-reflective summary by the partner at the receiving end of peer feedback provision for the sole purpose of development and not performance evaluation, is unique to this pilot project. A 2001 study by Bell39 discussed the development and implementation of a process cycle similar to the one developed for the project reported in this article, in that there was a distinct emphasis on self-reflective steps. Where the processes differ is in the underlying purpose of engaging in self-reflection. Unlike the project referred to in this article the focus was developmental and supportive in nature, whereas the model described by Bell39 has an underlying evaluative tone. While engagement in the process described by Bell results in professional teaching development, the process becomes evaluative when participants are required to submit self-reflections for review by a third-party educational developer. From the results of this study, self-reflection for the purposes of development can add to the potential gains and depth of learning of nursing educators. Maintaining flexibility and individuality in the form in which self-reflection occurs is an important element to sustain peer and self-assessment as a developmental process. Nursing faculties are known to encourage the use of self-reflection as a method of educational and professional growth for students; this same practice should be developed and applied to their own professional development.40 Participants of this study described that opening up their classrooms and making their teaching practices public to other teaching colleagues could bring teaching in nursing more into a public domain and could match it to the public nature of practice in clinical settings. The importance of the congruence between teaching practice to clinical nursing practice can also be said for the importance of engaging in self-reflection for professional teaching development along with clinical competence. It is a professional expectation that nurses engage in critical self-reflection as a part of the continuing competence requirements of professional regulatory bodies.3 Therefore, engaging in self-reflection throughout a professional development strategy, such as peer and self-assessment, can not only help individual nurses to identify teaching development needs but also help to meet yearly professional practice requirements.3 While some participants of this study indicated that the self-reflective steps were perhaps not necessary, the experiences of those that took part and embraced self-reflection were richer and more meaningful than for those that did not. The full circle model of peer and self-assessment developed for this pilot begins and ends with the individual seeking feedback on teaching practices: self-reflection can be viewed in the same manner in that individual nurse educators can expect to gain from the experience equal to what they put in.41 Gaining the courage to open up to the vulnerability associated with participating in peer and self-assessment of teaching is reflective of the work of Palmer41 who suggested that before educators can be effective at their jobs and have a positive impact on the learning of students, they need to come to terms with the ups and downs that are associated with teaching, and to do so, they must be willing to look inside themselves to understand their own identities. Self-reflection is one means of identifying and understanding an educator’s strengths and areas that could benefit from the supportive feedback of a colleague.52,41

One final important factor to consider from the findings of this descriptive study is the influence that the curricular structure of the study environment had on the experiences of participants in this peer and self-assessment pilot project. Participants showed a strong commitment to the integrative structure of the undergraduate nursing curriculum. While vulnerability was noted throughout the process, participants understood the importance of gaining the courage to explore their own needs and vulnerabilities, share those with a trusted colleague, and work to ensure not only their own independent growth but also the growth of their teaching colleagues as a means of ultimately impacting the quality of teaching and learning for their students. Educational reform is a topic that has been discussed at length and there have been numerous calls for faculties of nursing education to innovate and embrace change as a means of preparing new nurses for practice in evolving and demanding health care environments.44,45 The adoption and embracing of a curriculum that seeks to meet such calls may be one reason why participants in the study associated with this article continue to show interest and dedicate time to be involved despite the demands of their teaching schedules. The vision of the university in which the study took place is to aim for excellence in research as well as teaching and learning and therefore the dedication and commitment of faculty members to improve the teaching abilities of themselves and their colleagues is also in line with the goals of the greater university community.46 The findings of this study not only support the awareness and need for more support for teaching development, but also the experiences of participants will add to the limited amount...
of published nursing education research literature regarding processes that could benefit professional growth, and the quality of education delivered to students.

Limitations and recommendations
This research is limited in that the findings are contextual and the sample is small. Data saturation may not have been reached. However, the dense description allows other researchers and educators to transfer the findings reported in this article to their contexts.

Future research aimed at gathering data from a larger number of faculty members who have completed the full process cycle in both roles would add to the breadth and depth of the data and provide greater insight into the experiences of nursing educators involved in peer and self-assessment of teaching. In addition, a potential area for future research would be to look at the longitudinal benefits of incorporating a system of peer and self-assessment of teaching into the professional development strategy of the study institution as well as to look at the impact of engaging in this process on outcomes such as staff job satisfaction, retention, and student learning. Looking at longer-term outcomes would address a significant literature gap related to a lack of longitudinal studies.

Faculties who choose to adopt similar processes of peer and self-assessment of teaching must consider ways to sustain such initiatives. The findings of this study provide preliminary evidence-based knowledge around the importance of adopting a tailored approach to teaching development and involving key stakeholders from the grass roots. The full circle model described in this article should be tested for sustainability.

Conclusion
This study provides support for the development and integration of tailored processes of professional teaching development with a focus on self-reflection and peer feedback. Feelings of vulnerability can surface around all elements of participating in a process of peer and self-assessment, can be experienced by both partners, and demand a significant amount of courage to overcome. Having the courage to be vulnerable and to open up and expose individual teaching practices and vulnerabilities and establish trust with a teaching colleague can result in mutual learning and benefit both individual and team growth. Nonevaluative methods of receiving feedback on teaching practices, such as peer and self-assessment, could help to provide educators with a more rounded picture of their teaching strengths and areas in need of development than simply relying on the heavily weighted student evaluations of teaching. Providing educators in academic nursing faculties with additional tools, and creating a supportive collegial environment in which to learn and grow, is an important element of working toward maintaining a committed teaching team. There continues to be a shortage of qualified nurses, and working to provide support and encouraging the ongoing development of nursing educators is a key element of enhancing the quality of education provided to students, and ultimately ensuring the continued graduation of a sustainable professional nursing workforce.
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